TOCOPHOBIA: IS IT BEING TREATED SURGICALLY?
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Over the past twenty years, a diagnosis of toophobia has emerged as a widespread (non-obstetric psychiatric) indication for pregnancy completion by elective primary cesarean section (EPCS), which is increasing in some settings (Di Renzo 2003). Psychia-

trists classify it under F40.2 as specific, appropriate phobias and, in some settings, increasingly indicate pregnancy completion by surgery. Risk factors for this modern and new diagnosis of the 21st century include older maternal age, higher socioeconomic status and depression, which accompanies certain environments and reproductive medicine of this time, especially in the urban western world (Räisänen et al. 2004). Toxophobia is defined by the fear for the outcome of pregnancy, that is, the fear for the outcome of vaginal birth, the fear of pain during childbirth according to the original translation. The fear of pain due to labor in the 21st century has no clinical basis because epidural analgesia, nitric oxide inhalation, intravenous analgesia with remi-
tentanil or petanthin and other methods are used. Pregnancy is a special condition that creates a natural fear of course and outcome, but correlates significantly with the personality and cognition of parenting, especially in primigravids who have not had experience with previous births, unlike maternity women who have had poor perinatal outcomes in previous pregnancies and have reason to fear, not just a concern (O’Conell et al. 2017, Demšar et al. 2018, Räisänen et al. 2004). But today, a significantly higher percentage of primigravids with toxophobia who receive EPCS indicated by a psychiatrist are seen and often end up with normal delivery and avoid surgery after sufficient talk and clarification from an aging obstetrician. According to previous work, the range of diagnoses of toophobia ranges from 1-43%, with an average of 14%, indicating the extreme diversity of midwifery, obstetric, psychiatric and socially emotional approaches to toxophobia (Mylonas & Friese 2015). Is it possible that the normal fear of surgery and anesthesia has disappeared in toophobia? Is there a clinical psychological or psychiatric nomenclator for this paradoxical condition? Does toophobia then become a surgical diagnosis because it is treated with surgery by laparohysterectomy? Does toophobia after EPCS disappear and do not require the supervision of a psychiatrist in the puerperium? The defensive inert approach to obstetrics in recent years, interpreted in some settings by the high-risk profession due to medical implications, has allowed the silent spread of toophobia and thus a "safe" birth by surgery under general or regional anesthesia without a realistic indication of EPCS. However, performing surgeries and anesthesia procedures in forensic - ethical terms have a different category, because every surgery and anesthesia is a direct violation of physical and mental integrity (Habek et al. 2018).

It is impossible to argue the opposite, especially in cases of complications and deaths cited in the literature, such as the recent one where pregnant women due to toophobia were treated with EPCS during which she suffered an acute subdural hematoma and subsequently died (Gioia et al. 2019). According to the FIGO (International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics), the non medical indicated EPCS is considered ethically unacceptable and does not benefit mothers and newborns (FIGO 1999), as most obstetricians consider from a forensic standpoint to perform unnecessary surgery (Candinas et al. 2014.). Pregnant women and non-obstetric doctors must be informed that EPCS impairs health and indicates iatrogenic chronic morbidity due to the absence of a peripartal modulation process (cardiovascular, metabolic - endocrinological, respiratory, gastrointestinal) and potential highly maternal and infant mortality (Mylonas & Friese 2015).

In the literature, under the term toophobia, there are 16 works in the Pubmed database, and under the “fear of pregnancy and childbirth” about 1020 works. Recent work has interpreted that women who gave birth to EPCS in relation to vaginal delivery had more severe symptoms of somatization, obsessive compulsive disorder, anxiety, especially postpartum depression (Nerum et al. 2006, Dekel et al. 2019, Moamer et al. 2019, Šporčić et al. 2020). It is known that the so-called midwifery births have significantly fewer obstetric interventions, most studies recommend a supportive antenatal relationship of obstetricians and midwives with a tophobic pregnant woman, and if necessary, psychiatrist treatment (Striebich et al. 2018). Medicolegal, toophobia is a psychiatric diagnosis, obstetrics must not become altruistically populist and liberal, and obstetricians must not become “secents performers” at the expense of the health of pregnant women and children. The enormous increase in EPCS is not a solution for the treatment of toophobia, but it certainly requires greater joint involvement of psychiatrists and obstetricians in the diagnosis and treatment of true toophobia by other non-surgically procedures, such as psychotherapy or psychopharmacological measures if necessary.
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